
Surface and Adsorbate Structure

Lecture Note #2 (Spring, 2020)

Reading: Kolasinski, ch.1

1. Structural properties of solids and their surfaces

2. Electronic properties of solids and their surfaces

3. Vibrational properties of solids and their surfaces

Including HW#1(due 1st lecture in classroom)



Clean surfaces

• Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions → atomically clean surfaces

the Flux, F, of molecules striking the surface of unit area at pressure P

Zw in (1.0.1) in textbook

M: average molecular weight of gases species, NA: Avogadro’s number

m = M/NA, kB = R/NA

Zw = P/(2πmkBT)½ (1.0.1) in textbook



1 atm = 1013 mbar = 1.013 

bar

1 Pa = 1 N/m2 = 10-5 bar = 7.5 

x 10-3 torr = 9.8692 x 10-6 atm

1 hPa(hector) = 100 Pa

1 atm = 1013.25 hPa



• UHV (ultra-high vacuum, <1.33 x 10-7 Pa = 10-9 Torr) → to maintain a 

clean surface for ~ 1h

P = 4 x 10-4 Pa (3 x 10-6 torr), M = 28 g/mole (N2), T = 300 K

→ Zw (or F) = 1015 molecules/cm2·sec

→ surface ~1015/cm2 (bulk density(ρ) ~1 g/cm3 = 5 x 1022 (ice 18g = 6 x 1023) →

surface density, ρ2/3 ~ 1015/cm2)

→ 1sec for 1 monolayer on surface (100% covered)

1 x 10-6 torr → 1sec to cover monolayer if sticking coefficient s = 1

Unit of gas exposure is 1.33 x 10-4 Pa-sec (10-6 torr-sec) = “L (Langmuir)”

1 L exposure in 1sec → 1 monolayer if s = 1 (each incident gas molecule “sticks”)

1.33 x 10-7 Pa (10-9 torr) → 103 sec before a surface is covered completely

(1h = 3600 s)

HW#1(due 1st lecture in classroom)



• Adsorption → always an exothermic process → positive heat of 

adsorption, ∆Hads

the residence time, τ, of an adsorbed atom

where τ0 is correlated with the surface atom vibration times (~10-12 s), R 

gas constant , T temperature. τ can be 1s or longer at 300K for ∆Hads

> 63 kJ/mol

the surface concentration σ (in molecules cm-2) of adsorbed molecules 

on an initially clean surface → product of the incident flux (F) and the 

residence time

σ = Fτ

substrate-adsorbate bonds are usually stronger than bonds between 

adsorbed molecules

cf.



1st layer of close-packed spheres 2nd layer of close-packed spheres

3rd layer of close-packed spheres: ABA (hexagonal close-packed)

CBA (cubic close-packed)

hcp: ABABAB…

ccp: ABCABC…

Surface structure

Atkins, Physical Chemistry



hcp fcc  (one example of ccp)

fcc (face-centered cubic)

Atkins, Physical Chemistry



close-packed spheres (hcp, ccp)

coordination numbers = 12

packing fraction: 0.740 (26% empty space)   

a (or a0): bulk lattice parameter (or 

lattice constant) in unit cell

a = 2√2R

Volume of unit cell = a3

Each cell = 4 spheres

Volume of each sphere = (4/3)πR3

Fraction = [4 x (4/3)πR3] / a3 = 

0.740



bcc (body-centered cubic)
coordination numbers = 8

packing fraction: 0.680 (32% empty space)   

Ru

Atkins, Physical Chemistry

HW#1(due 1st lecture in classroom)



Miller index: crystal planes

plane (hkl): reciprocals of intersection distances, set {001} = (100), (010), (001)

direction [hkl]: direction normal to a plane (hkl)   (면에 수직방향) 

(110)                               (230)                               (110)                              (010)

x

y

1, 1, 1/∞                     ½, ⅓, 1/∞                      1, -1, 1/∞                1/∞, 1, 1/∞



chem.libretexts.org

Plane and direction



fcc

a0

lattice constant

[011]

x y

z



Somorjai





• Ideal structure of low-Miller-index surfaces of face-centered cubic (fcc)

HW#1(due 1st lecture in classroom)



bcc

hcp

HW#1(due 1st lecture in classroom)



α: angle a1 and c

(a1 a2 a3 c) = (a1 a2 c)hcp





• Ideal structure of low-Miller-index surfaces of body-centered cubic (bcc)

HW#1(due 1st

lecture in 

classroom)



• Ideal structure of low-Miller-index surfaces of diamond cubic crystals



; cubic

; orthorhombic

dhkl Separation of planes a (or a0): bulk lattice parameter (or 

lattice constant) in unit cell

1/dhkl
2 = (h2 + k2)/a2 + l2/c2 ; tetragonal

; hexagonal1/dhkl
2 = (4/3)(h2 + hk + k2)/a2 + l2/c2





Diffraction

Atkins, Physical Chemistry

Bragg’s law

nλ = 2dsinθ,   

AB + BC = 2dsinθ = nλ

→ θ (X-ray experiment) → d calculation (structure)

X-ray powder diffraction



e.g. Cubic structure

semanticscholar.org

nλ = 2dsinθ →  sinθ = (h2+k2+l2)1/2(λ/2a)

(111) plane of cubic crystal (CuKα, λ=154pm), θ =20° → lattice parameter a?

→ sin20 = (1+1+1)1/2(154pm/2a) → a = 267 pm

Cubic

{hkl}:        (100)  (110)  (111)  (200)  (210)  (211)  (220)  (310)…

h2+k2+l2:      1        2         3       4        5          6        8       10     

→ 7, 9 missing (cubic!!)

(220) plane: HW#1(due 1st lecture in classroom)



a/h : d = a/k : y → y = dh/k

a/h : x = a/k : d → x = dk/h

½[(a/h)∙(a/k)] = ½(x+y)d

→ 1/d2 = (h2 + k2)/a2

→ extend to 3-D
y

x

e.g. orthorhombic unit cell, a = 0.82 nm, b = 0.94 nm, c = 0.75 nm

{123} plane →  1/d123
2 = 12/(0.82 nm)2 + 22/(0.94 nm)2 + 32/(0.75 nm)2

= 0.22 nm-2

→ d = 0.21 nm

{246} plane → d246 = 0.11 nm (½  of d123)



Surface atom density (σ0)   vs. Miller index hkl

Kolasinski





Q = 1 for hkl = (111)

Area(surface unit cell)    Ahkl = 2R x √3R = 2√3R2

σ0 = 1/(2√3R2) = 4/(1∙a2∙√3) → a = 2√2R

Separation of planes dhkl = a/(h2 + k2 + l2)½ = a/√3

fcc(100) → Ahkl = 4R2 →σ0 = 1/(4R2)

σ0(100)/σ0(111) = (2√3R2)/(4R2) = √3/2 = 0.866

fcc(110) → Ahkl = 2R∙a = 2R∙2√2R = 4√2R2 →σ0 = 1/(4√2R2)

σ0(110)/σ0(111) = (2√3R2)/(4√2R2) = √6/4 = 0.612

fcc structure: cubic

bulk unit cell surface unit cell

bcc:

HW#1(due 

1st lecture in 

classroom)



a: lattice parameter or lattice constant 

Au: 0.408 nm(408 pm),  Pt: 0.392 nm(3.92 Å ),  Ni: 0.352 nm

Pd: 0.389 nm,  Cu: 0.362 nm,  Ag: 0.409 nm

Pt, fcc, a = 2√2R → R = a/(2√2) = 0.392 nm/(2√2) = 0.1387 nm

area Ahkl = 2√3R2 = 0.6664 x 10-15 cm2

→ density = 1/Ahkl = 1.5 x 1015 Pt atoms/cm2

Ni density: HW#1(due 1st lecture in classroom)



High index and vicinal planes

• Dislocation: mismatch of atomic planes

dislocation densities: ~106-108 cm-2 at metal or ionic crystal surfaces, 104-

106 cm-2 in semiconductor or insulator crystals 

surface concentration of atoms ~1015 cm-2 →each terrace contains roughly 

1015/106 = 109 atoms 

Somorjai



• Model of surface structure of solids

Atoms in terraces are surrounded by the largest number of nearest 

neighbors. Atoms in steps have fewer neighbors, and atoms in kink sites 

have even fewer. Or line defects (steps and kinks) and point defects 

(atomic vacancies and adatoms)

On a rough surface, 10~20% steps, 5% kink, <1% point defects



• Notation of high-Miller-index, stepped surfaces

(755) Surface of fcc:

6 atoms wide (111) terrace, 

1 atom height (100) step

Notation of terrace + step:

W(hkl) x (hsksls)

Kinked surface

e.g., (10,8,7) = 

7(111) x (310)





Bimetallic surfaces

Unique properties of a surface composed of two metals

e.g. AuNi, Pt3Sn(111), 

Cu3Au(100) 

Lower surface energy → 

more stable → more likely 

to be observed

Low surface energy species 

preferentially segregates to 

the surface → enrichment 

in the surface as compared 

to the bulk



Oxide and compound semiconductor surfaces

Insulator oxides (> 6 eV band gap): SiO2, Al2O3, MgO

Conductor or semiconductor oxides (< 4 eV): CeO2, In2O3, SnO2, ZnO

Ionic crystals

Type 1,2: stable 

surfaces that exhibit a 

good balance of 

charge at the surface

Type 3: polar surface, 

large surface energies

and unstable, 

extensive 

reconstruction

Neutral planes

No net charge, no net 

dipole

Surface charge, dipole 

moment





Carbon family: diamond, graphite, graphene, etc

Kolasinski



-3 types of orbital hybridization:

sp (triple bond)

sp2 (double bond → planar structure: graphite, graphene, fullerenes, CNT)

sp3 (tetrahedral → diamond lattice)

-graphite or graphene: weak van der Waals forces → layer-layer

-CNT can be characterized by its chiral vector C given by

-Fullerenes: bending graphene (1996 Nobel Prize), C60(diameter 0.7 nm)



-Graphene (2010 Nobel Prize)

Production  

1. Mechanical exfoliation (by adhesive tape) → size limit

2. Chemical exfoliation by intercalating a chemical species between 

graphene layers → large quantity, industrial use 

3. Using precursors of organic molecules or graphene oxides → 

chemical reactions into graphene

4. Chemical vapor deposition for the production of graphene



Two-

dimensional 

solids (2D 

solids)

Kolasinski



Porous solids

-Pore diameter

microporous < 2 nm,    mesoporous  2 < d < 50 nm

macroporous > 50 nm, nanoporous ??

-Porosity(ε): amount of empty space in the material

ε = Vp/V,   Vp: pore volume, V: apparent volume

-exterior surface(outside surface) and interior surface(inside pore) → accessible 

area per unit mass (specific area of porous material), ap

ap = exterior surface area + interior pore area

-porous solids: deposition, etching, template use

-oxides: Al2O3, SiO2, MgO

-Zeoilites: microporous (and mesoporous) aluminosilicates, aluminium phosphates, 

metal aluminium phosphates, silicon aluminium phosphates

-MOF(metal-organic frameworks): pores < 2nm. Crystal solids that are assembled 

by the connection of metal ions or clusters through molecular bridges → control 

void space by controlling the size of the molecular bridges 



Adsorbate structures (Overlayer structures)

Wood’s notation: simple but limited

P: primitive

C: centered

R: rotation angle





Notation of surface structures

• Ideal structure of low-Miller-index surfaces of face-centered cubic (fcc)

Surface unit-cell vectors aꞌ and bꞌ can be expressed by bulk a and b

→ superlattice: unit cell different from substrate unit cell: p as primitive, c 

as centered 



Matrix notation: can represent any structure 

(universal notation)

Coherent vs. incoherent structures 

m a1 = n b1

n/m = rational #   : coherent

irrational #  : incoherent

a: substrate, b: adsorbate



• Surface structure of 

adsorbate (superlattice)

(1 x 1): surface atoms 

identical to the bulk unit 

cell → substrate structure

e.g., Pt(111)-(1 x 1) 

(= fcc(111)-(1 x 1) 

R: rotation angle



HW#1(due 1st lecture in classroom)



• Adsorption of atoms (e.g., Na, S, Cl): high coordination surface sites on 

metal surfaces

• Smaller atomic adsorbates (H, C, N, O): high coordination + penetration 

within substrate



• Relaxation: contraction of the interlayer distance at a clean surface 

between the first and second layer of atoms

When atoms or molecules adsorb, the surface atoms again relocate to 

optimize the strength of the adsorption-substrate bond

Relaxation

To minimize the surface energy (surface area)



• Bond-length contraction or relaxation: in vacuum, all surface relax → 

reduced spacing between the 1st and 2nd atomic layers

The lower atomic packing/density, the larger the inward contraction

cf.

Nano-segregated surface: 

Markovic 



• The forces that lead to surface relaxation → reconstruction of surface 

layer

e.g., dangling bonds in semiconductor

Reconstruction

Loss of nearest 

neighbors at the 

surface → drastic 

rearrangements of 

these atoms, rebonding 

between surface atoms 





• Reconstruction in metal surfaces: several % in Pt, Au, Ir and so on



stable



• Reconstruction of high-Miller-index surfaces: roughening transition





Adsorbate induced reconstructions

Adsorbate → strong adsorbate-substrate bond → chemisorbed layer removes the 

relaxation and reconstruction → surface return to bulk-like

However, adsorbate can also induce a new surface restructuring



Chiral surfaces

Clockwise: D

Anti-clockwise: L

-Great challenge in heterogeneous catalyst → to develop catalysts for asymmetric 

synthesis (catalyst that accelerate the rate of reaction for only one of a pair of 

enantiomers → mirror image structure with the same chemical formula (D, L))

-Chiral recognition: to form a porous solid, the pores or porewalls of which are 

chiral. e.g. chiral silicate zeolites, chiral metal-organic frameworks

-2-D structure for chiral interactions: left-handed



Model of the reaction 

steps on the chirally 

modified platinum 

surface. (Illustration: 

Prof. A. Baiker’s 

group / ETH Zurich)

Chiral molecules exist in two mirror forms, so-called enantiomers. Because 

the two enantiomers differ in terms of their biological effect, it is crucial that 

only one of two possible forms is produced in the production of fine 

chemicals, pharmaceuticals, flavours and fragrances, or even fertilisers, for 

instance. One way of achieving this is to use certain catalysts, which create a 

particular reaction centre to determine the chirality (handedness) of a product 

in a controlled fashion. Experts refer to this as “asymmetric catalysis”. 

ethlife.ethz.ch



Electronic structure of solids

Metals, semiconductors and insulators

Fermi level (EF): the energy of the highest occupied electronic state (at 0 K)
At higher T, e--h+ pair formation
Vacuum energy (Evac): the energy of a material and an e- at infinite separation
Work function (Φ):

eΦ = Evac - EF

e: the elementary charge
→ minimum energy to remove one e- from the material to infinity at 0 K.
actual min. ionization energy is great than Φ due to no state at EF for SC &
insulator



Band model



Dependence of the work function (Φ) on surface properties
→ e- density does not end abruptly at the surface (Fig.1.16), instead, it oscillates
near the surface (Friedel oscillation)

probability that an electronic level at energy E is occupied by an electron at

thermal equilibrium f(E) → Fermi-Dirac distribution function

Fermi level EF; value of E for which f(E) = 1/2 (equally probable that a level is

occupied or vacant)

At T = 0, all levels below EF (E < EF) are occupied (f(E) → 1); all levels E > EF

vacant



Band gap (Eg), Eg = Ec – Ev

Fermi level of intrinsic semiconductor

-Insulator: large band gap (typically > 3eV), diamond ~5.5 eV
-Solar wavelength 600~1000 nm → 1.5~0.5 eV (← λ(nm) = 1240/Eg(eV))

TiO2 (3 eV) ~400 nm(UV), Si(1.1 eV)~1130 nm(IR)



Energy levels at metal interfaces

→ Electron flow: R to L due to electric field by the sloping vacuum level

Contact → electron flow left to right due to Fermi level difference → equal EF

→ slightly depleted of electron in left, excess in right → dipole develops

→ contact potential 

Δφ = ΦR - ΦL

Φ: work function



Energy levels at metal-semiconductor interfaces

ΦS > ΦM

Charge transfer: M → S

Space charge region → band bending

ΦS < ΦM

Charge transfer: S → M

Ohmic contact

Schottky barrier









Surface electronic states

-Surface vs. bulk → surface atoms can be thought of as impurity → localized 

electronic states 

(i) Overlap with bulk states (overlapping states): surface resonance

(ii) Exist in a band gap: surface state

-Structural defects or adsorbates → also surface states

-Surface states can act as donor or acceptor states → strong influence on 

electronic properties of devices



Size effects in nanoscale systems

-Surface vs. bulk(=infinite solids) → bulk to shrinked a finite cluster of atoms 

(Table 1.2)

-Small cluster are close to molecular in their electronic states that are 

discrete(i.e., orbital, not band structure)

-What separates clusters → “nanoparticles”: their properties are “size-dependent”



The reasons of size-dependent

(i) Relative large number of surface atoms to bulk atoms → surface 

contribution↑

(ii) Quantum confinement: a phenomenon that occur when particle senses the 

size of container it is in size of particle is given by its de Broglie wavelength

λ = h/p       (h: Planck constant, p = mv (linear momentum))

e.g., Si, onset size of size-dependent electronic structure is ~5 nm (Table 1.4)

(e--h pair (exciton): radius of exciton = size of the particle → size-dependent)   

Easiest example is a particle-in-a-box 

En = n2h2/8mL2,    n = 1,2,….

→ energy is quantized, ΔE ∝ 1/m, 1/L2, ΔE ∝ 1/mL2

→ sufficiently small particles exhibit quantum effects



Vibrations of solids

Solids: vibration of atoms(lattices) and electrons

How atoms vibrate about their equilibrium surface sites (surface atom vibrations) 

→ phonon (lattice vibration), plasmon (electron vibration)

→ quantized mode of a vibration according in a rigid crystal lattice

At T > 0K, atoms vibrate about the equilibrium positions, and their expansion will 

cause displacement of these positions themselves → thermally induced 

vibrations → heat capacity, thermal expansivity

Harmonic oscillator model: 1-D harmonic oscillators

→ phonon band structure

Ev = (v + ½ )ћωo

v: vibrational quantum number, 

ω0: fundamental radial frequency of the oscillator

→ not allowed all energies

→ quantized “phonon”

hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu



Debye frequency(ωD or νD): maximum frequency for the phonons of solids → a 

measure of the rigidity of the lattice

ωD or νD: Au 14.3 meV (115 cm-1), W 34.5 meV (278 cm-1), Si 55.5 meV (448 cm-1),

Stepped Pt surface 25 meV (205 cm-1, 4 x 10-21 J), 

Diamond (most rigid lattice) 192 meV (1550 cm-1), 

→ slightly higher ω in real crystal than Debye model, Si 520 cm-1

Debye temperature(TD or θD) vs. Debye frequency

TD = ћωD/kB

TD: Pt(111): 110K(surface), 234K(bulk), Ni(110): 220K

-Inelastic He scattering to determine the vibrational spectrum of surface atoms at 

solid surfaces

-HREELS(high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy): surface atom 

vibration

-surface phonon is different from bulk

-phonon in nanoscale system → vibrational Raman spectrum depends on nano 

size and shape → no comprehensive theory yet!



Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is the collective oscillation of valence 

electron in a solid stimulated by incident light. The resonance condition is 

established when the frequency of light photons matches the natural 

frequency of surface electrons oscillating against the restoring force of 

positive nuclei. SPR in nanometer-sized structures is called localized surface 

plasmon resonance. SPR is the basis of many standard tools for measuring 

adsorption of material onto planar metal (typically gold and silver) surfaces or 

onto the surface of metal nanoparticles. It is the fundamental principle behind 

many color-based biosensor applications and different lab-on-a-chip sensors. 

(from Wikipedia)

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d5/Surface_Plasmon_Resonance_(SPR).jpg


Surface plasmon

플라스몬(plasmon)이란 금속 내의 자유전자가 집단적으로 진동하는 유사 입자를
말한다. 금속의 나노 입자에서는 플라스몬이 표면에 국부적으로 존재하기 때문에
표면 플라스몬(surface plasmon)이라 부르기도 한다. 그 중에서도 금속 나노
입자에서는 가시~근적외선 대역 빛의 전기장과 플라스몬이 짝지어지면서 광흡수가
일어나 선명한 색을 띠게 된다. (이 경우, 플라스몬과 광자가 결합되어 생성하는
또다른 유사 입자를 플라스마 폴라리톤이라고 한다.) 이 현상을 표면 플라스몬
공명(surface plasmon resonance)이라 하며, 국소적으로 매우 증가된 전기장을
발생시킨다. (위키백과)



Summary

Kolasinski


